A ‘compulsive creator’ stimulated by
stingers, ghost nets and crocodiles
Writer: Kerry Sharp
Aly de Groot was mesmerized the day she stood on a Rapid Creek footbridge and
caught her first glimpse of Chinorex fleckeri - the dreaded Box Jellyfish. She saw great
beauty in its translucent body and toxic tentacles pulsating through the current – and
embraced it as a new focus for her fledgling creativity.
Northern Australia’s infamous marine stinger has since become
synonymous with the exquisite woven works of this self-confessed
‘compulsive creator’. Remarkably, the young free spirit who arrived in
Darwin 20 years ago with no artistic thoughts or skills is now among
Australia’s leading contemporary fibre artists.
The Territory landscapes, climate, natural elements and rich cultural
diversity have been the dominant inspiration for Aly’s works and,
together with the easy-going people and lifestyle, made her fall in
love with the place. “Like a lot of people, I came by default,” says
the mother of Zion, 13, and his soon-to-be-born baby sister Stella.
“I was 17, fresh out of school in Queensland and had no plans for
university or a career. I just wanted to travel – much to the school
career guidance officer’s distress!”

Aly de Groot

I don’t really know what’s around the
“
corner – and that excites me immensely!
”
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Aly was happily hitching around Western Australia when she
befriended six NSW women and a child in a Valiant heading for
Darwin. She loved what she found here and stayed. Women weavers
at a Daly River open day influenced Aly de Groot’s early artistic
pathway. They taught her to strip and weave pandanas fibre and
she started making little baskets that everyone got for presents. “I
was hooked,” she says. “I felt happy weaving, and experimenting with
different techniques and materials became my life.”
Aly’s latest techniques use weaving to create figurative sculptures
and incorporate everything from fishing line and old pot scrubbers,
to discarded ghost nets washed up on remote Arnhem Land
beaches. Her evolving techniques have put a modern spin on
traditional basket-weaving and she’s thrilled to give back to her
Indigenous teachers after ‘finding her own voice’ as a fibre artist. She
was the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education’s Visual
Arts lecturer for six years and holds regular workshops at urban and

remote community schools, cultural festivals and Darwin’s Tactile Arts
(formerly Territory Craft).
She’s also lectured at Charles Darwin University, where she’s a
part-time PhD student. She says the university’s excellent support
and encouragement helped her complete Bachelor and Master’s
degrees in Visual Arts. “I was petrified on the first day. I hadn’t studied
since leaving school and nearly burst into tears when confronted by
a computer. I didn’t even know how to turn it on.”
Aly shares a happy life with partner Sam Standfield, son Zion and her
tiny dog Peanut, found roaming lost at Ooloo Crossing on the Daly
River four years ago. But she does confess to a recent love affair
while she was the Territory Wildlife Park’s Artist-in-Residence. The
park’s ‘ridiculously-handsome’ four-metre crocodile, Graham, inspired
her winning entry in this year’s coveted Togart Award. The ghostly
sculptured creation titled Lucky incorporated a crocodile skull and
was woven from multi-coloured fishing line.
Aly has exhibited Australia-wide and overseas at Munich’s Talente
international art and design fair. She’s presented at an interuniversity textiles conference in Finland and been resident artist in
a 200-year-old mansion in her father’s homeland, the Netherlands
- where, surprisingly, she found herself ‘watching and weaving’ on a
Greenpeace ship at night while the crew slept.
So, what’s next for the homegrown weaver with the global touch? “I
find myself heading in the direction of public sculpture,” she says. “I’m
currently talking to the Darwin City Council about a design for a big
sculptured jelly fish woven from rope and cast in bronze, to stand at
the East Point Reserve entrance. I’d also like to write a book. But I don’t
really know what’s around the corner – and that excites me immensely!”
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